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Abstract
3.5

Dynamic model pruning is a recent direction that allows for the inference of a different sub-network for each
input sample during deployment. However, current dynamic methods rely on learning a continuous channel gating through regularization by inducing sparsity loss. This
formulation introduces complexity in balancing different
losses (e.g task loss, regularization loss). In addition, regularization based methods lack transparent tradeoff hyperparameter selection to realize computational budget. Our
contribution is two-fold: 1) decoupled task and pruning
training. 2) Simple hyperparameter selection that enables
FLOPs reduction estimation before training. Inspired by
the Hebbian theory in Neuroscience: “neurons that fire together wire together”, we propose to predict a mask to process k filters in a layer based on the activation of its previous layer. We pose the problem as a self-supervised binary classification problem. Each mask predictor module
is trained to predict if the log-likelihood for each filter in
the current layer belongs to the top-k activated filters. The
value k is dynamically estimated for each input based on a
novel criterion using the mass of heatmaps. We show experiments on several neural architectures, such as VGG,
ResNet and MobileNet on CIFAR and ImageNet datasets.
On CIFAR, we reach similar accuracy to SOTA methods
with 15% and 24% higher FLOPs reduction. Similarly in
ImageNet, we achieve lower drop in accuracy with up to
13% improvement in FLOPs reduction.
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Figure 1. FLOPs reduction vs accuracy drop from baselines for
various dynamic and static models on ResNet34 ImageNet.

including manually designed lightweight models [16, 17],
low-bit precision [23, 47], architecture search [4, 39], and
model pruning [9,21,29,34]. Most of the compression techniques are agnostic to the input data and optimize for a static
efficient model. Recent efforts in pruning literature propose
to keep the backbone for the baseline model as a whole and
do inference using different sub-networks conditioned on
the input. This is known as dynamic pruning, where different routes are activated based on the input which allows
higher degree of freedom and more flexibility in comparison to static pruning.
Current dynamic pruning approaches typically introduce
a regularization term to induce sparsity over a continuous
parameter for channel gating/masking [6, 10, 40]. Others
adopt policy gradient introduced in reinforcement learning [42] to learn different routes. These methods require
careful tuning in training to tackle issues such as training
stability with schedule annealing [40], biased training handling [18], or predefined pruning ratio per layer [10, 25].
Also, as noted in [6], additional sparsity loss degrades task
loss as it is difficult to balance the task loss and the pruning

1. Introduction
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) showed unprecedented growth over the past decade which represented
the state-of-the-art in many fields. However, CNNs require
substantially large computation and memory consumption
which limits deployment on edge and embedded platforms.
There are many advances in model compression research
1
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Figure 2. Maximum activations in all features at the last convolutional layer and a middle layer in mobilenetv1 CIFAR-10. Each row in a
subplot represents an input sample. Samples that belong to the same class activate same group of filters. Better visualized in color.

loss especially under high pruning ratio as shown in Figure 1. Moreover, the FLOPs reduction of these dynamic
methods is dependent on the target sparsity preset hyperparameter. This hyperparameter selection lacks transparent
relation between sparsity hyperparameter and the reached
FLOPs; thus, hinders practical efficient training with many
iterations of trial and error to achieve a target FLOPs reduction.

mated before training, as the target mask is controlled by
the generated ground truth mask which gives an estimate
on the reduction. This simplifies the hyperparameter selection that controls pruning ratio. The main contributions are
summarized as follows:
• A novel loss formulation with self-supervised ground
truth mask generation that is stochastic gradient descent (SGD) friendly with no gradient weighting
tricks.

In this paper, we tackle these issues by formulating the
problem as a self-supervised binary classification task. We
generate the binary mask of the current layer (wiring) based
on the activation (firing) of the previous layer. We draw
inspiration from the Hebbian theory [31] in Neuroscience
with a twist that we enforce this wiring-firing relation instead of a study of causation as in the theory. Figure 2 plots
the maximum response for each filter (x-axis) of the last
convolutional layer and a middle layer of MobileNet-V1
for random input samples (y-axis) grouped by their class.
The plot shows that samples that belong to the same class
tend to activate the same combination of filters and thus we
only need to process a handful of the filters. It is worth noting that the number of clusters vary per layer. Similar to
other dynamic pruning methods, we learn a decision head
for channel gating. However, we learn the gating using binary cross entropy loss per channel. Each layer predicts
the filters which are most likely to be highly activated given
the layer’s input activations. We generate ground truth binary masks per layer based on the mass of the heatmap per
sample. This formulation provides advantages in two aspects. First, the channel gating loss implicitly complies and
adapts to the backbone’s status which stabilizes training in
comparison to the case with sparsity regularization or RLbased training. Second, reduction in FLOPs can be esti-

• We propose a novel dynamic signature based on the
heatmap mass without a pre-defined pruning ratio per
layer.
• Simple hyperparameter selection that enables FLOPs
reduction estimation before training. This simplifies
realizing a prior budget target with bounded hyperparameter search space.

2. Related Work
Static Pruning. Static pruning removes weights in the
offline training stage and apply the same compressed model
to all samples. Unstructured pruning [9, 11, 30, 37] targets
removing individual weights with minimal contribution.
The limitation of the unstructured weight pruning is that
dedicated hardware and libraries [37] are needed to achieve
speedup from the compression. Structured pruning is becoming a more practical solution where filters or blocks are
ranked and pruned based on a criterion [7,13,15,27,32,34].
Earlier filter-pruning methods [22,32] require calculation of
layer-wise sensitivity analysis to generate the model signature (i.e number of filters per layer) before pruning. Sensitivity analysis is computationally expensive, especially as
2

Figure 3. Proposed pipeline for training dynamic routing for one layer. For a layer l, prediction head fpl (I l ; Wp l ) takes an input I l , applies
global max pooling (GMP), normalizes with Softmax, then feeds to 1x1 convolution to generate logits P l for the binary mask M l . Binary
Cross Entropy (BCEWithLogits) loss penalizes the mask prediction based on the top-k obtained from the unpruned feature maps O l .

models grow deeper. Recent methods [28, 34, 41] learn a
global importance measure. Molchanov et al. [34] propose
a Taylor approximation on network’s weights where the filter’s gradients and norm are used to approximate its global
importance score. Liu et al. [28] and Wen et al. [41] introduce a sparsity loss in addition to the task loss as a regularization then prune filters whose criterion are less than a
threshold.
Dynamic Pruning. In contrast to one-model-fits-all deployment as in static pruning, dynamic pruning processes
different routes per input sample. Similar to static pruning,
methods can adopt different granularity to prune. Channel gating network (CGNet) [18] is a fine-grained method
that skips zero locations in feature maps. A subset of input
channels are processed by each kernel. The decision gating
is learnt through regularization with a complex approximating non-differentiable function. They adopt group convolution and shuffle operation to balance filters frequency updates from different group of features. Closest to our work,
we focus on dynamic filter pruning methods. In Runtime
Neural Pruning (RNP) [25], a decision unit is modeled as
a global recurrent layer, which generates discrete actions
corresponding to four preset channel selection groups. The
group selection is trained with reinforcement learning. Similarly, in BlockDrop [43], a policy network is trained to
skip blocks in residual networks instead of only channels.
D2 NN [26] defines a variant set of conditional branches in

DNN, and uses Q-learning to train the branching policies.
These methods train their policy functions by reinforcement learning which can be a non-trivial costly optimization task along with the CNN backbone. Feature Boosting
and Suppression (FBS) [10] method generates continuous
channel saliency. LCS [40] propose to obtain a discrete action from N learned group of channels sampled from Gumbel distribution. They adopt annealing temperature to stabilize training and introduce diversity in the learned routes by
gradient normalization trick. These existing regularizationbased methods require additional careful tuning to stabilize
training that is either caused by policy gradients or to enforce learning diverse routes as to not converge to a static
pruning. Hence, we propose to formulate the channel selection as a self-supervised binary classification in which
interpretable routes can be studied and simply trained with
common SGD.

3. Methodology
In this section we first explain the mechanism for dynamic gating. Then, we discuss how we design the decision
heads and the supervised loss

3.1. Channel Gating
Let I l , W l be the input features, and weights of a convolution layer l, respectively, where I l ∈ Rcl−1 ×wl ×hl ,
3

W l ∈ Rcl ×cl−1 ×kl ×kl , and cl is the number of filters in
layer l. A typical CNN block consists of a convolution operation (∗), batch normalization (BN), and an activation function (f ) such as the commonly used ReLU. Without loss of
generality, we ignore the bias term because of BN inclusion,
thus, the output feature map O l can be written as O l =
f (BN(I l ∗ W l )). We predict a binary mask M l ∈ Rcl
denoting the highly activated output feature maps O l from
the input activation map I l by applying a decision head
fpl with learnable parameters Wpl . Masked output I l+1 is
then represented as I l+1 = O l Binarize(fpl (I l ; Wp )).
Binarize(.) function is round(Sigmoid(.)) to convert
logits to a binary mask. The prediction of the highly activated output feature maps allows for processing filters f
where Mfl = 1 in the inference time and skipping the rest.

of filters kept such that the cumulative mass of the sorted
heatmaps reaches r%. Ground truth generation algorithm
is shown in Algorithm 1. We use the same r for all layers, however, each sample will have different pruning ratio per layer based on its activation. As the target binary
groundtruth is generated from the activations of the unmasked filters, FLOPs reduction can be loosely estimated
prior to training to adjust r accordingly. This advantage
adds to the practicality of our method which does not rely
on indirect hyperparameter tuning to reach a budget target
in FLOPs reduction. It is also worth mentioning that r = 1
is a special case that indicates the decision head will predict
the completely deactivated features (e.g maximum response
is zero). This enables maintaining accuracy of baseline with
ideally trained decision head for highly sparse backbones.

3.2. Self-Supervised Binary Gating

Algorithm 1 Binary mask ground truth generation

Our proposed method as shown in Figure 3 learns this
dynamic routing in a self-supervised way by inserting a predictor head after each convolutional block to predict the
highly k activated filters of the next layer. The k value
is automatically calculated per input based on the mass of
heatmap.

Input: I 1 . . . I L , r
Output: g binary ground truth with 0 as to prune
1: gt ← ones(L, cl )
2: for l ← 1 to L do
3:
acts ← GMP(( Ol )) P
4:
normalized ← acts/ acts
5:
sorted, idx ← SORT(normalized, “descend”)
6:
cumulative ← CUMSUM(sorted)
7:
prune idx ← WHERE(cumulative > r)
8:
gt[l][prune idx] ← 0
9: end for

Loss function The ground truth binary mask of the highly
activated features is attainable by sorting the norm of the
features. The overall training objective is:
min

{W ,Wp }

Ltotal =Lent (fn (x; W ), y k )
+ Lpred ({fpl (I l ; Wp l ), g l }L )

(1)

3.3. Prediction Head Design
Prediction head design should be modeled in a simple
way to reduce overhead over baseline network. In forward
pass, we apply GMP that reduces feature map Il per layer
l−1
to E l ∈ Rc ×1×1 . Next, we apply 1x1 convolution on the
flattened embedding E l to produce the mask’s logits. We
experiment with two training modes: 1) decoupled, and 2)
joint. In both modes, we train backbone weights and those
of decision heads in parallel. The distinction is whether
we do a fully differentiable training (joint) or stop gradients
from heads to backpropagate to the backbone and vise versa
(decoupled). In joint training, the decision head is fully differentiable except at the binarization part. Similar to previous works [8, 33, 46], we utilize straight-through estimator
(STE) to bypass the non-differentiable function. An issue to
consider is losses interference with multiple losses at different depth in the network as pointed out in [19]. Losses interference highlights that feature maps can be biased towards
achieving high accuracy to local task more than the overall architecture. Unlike other methods that rely on careful
training tuning to manage gradients from different losses,
we train the heads along with backbone in parallel yet collaboratively as the masks are generated from the current sta-

where fn is the backbone of the baseline model, Lent
is the cross-entropy task loss, Lpred is the total predictor
loss for all layers l ∈ 1...L. In details, we define Lpred as
follows:
Lpred ({P l , g l }L ) =
Fl
L X
X
l

BCEW ithLogits(P lf , g lf )

(2)

f

where P l is the output of the decision head fpl (I l ; Wp l ),
g l is the generated ground truth mask based on the
top-k highly activated output O l , BCEW ithLogits is
a Sigmoid followed by the binary cross entropy loss
BCE(p, g) = −(g log(p) + (1 − g) log(1 − p)).
Number of activated k We automatically calculate k by
keeping a constant percentage r of the mass of heatmap.
For each channel i = 1, ..., cl , we keep the maximum
response by applying a global maximum pooling (GMP)
(GMP( Oil ). For each input example, k is the number
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VGG16-BN

ResNet56

MobileNetV1

Model
Baseline
L1-norm [21]
ThiNet [32]
CP [15]
Taylor-50 [34]
RNP [25]
FBS [10]
LCS [40]
FTWTJ (r = 0.92)
FTWTD (r = 0.92)
Taylor-59 [34]
FTWTD (r = 0.85)
FTWTJ (r = 0.88)
Baseline
Uniform from [40]
ThiNet [32]
SFP [13]
LCS [40]
FTWTD (r = 0.80)
FTWTJ (r = 0.88)
Baseline
MobileNet 75 [16]
MobileNet 50 [16]
FTWTD (r = 1.0)
FTWTJ (r = 1.0)

Dynamic?
–
N
N
N
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
–
N
N
N
Y
Y
Y
–
N
N
Y
Y

Top-1 Acc. (%)
93.82
93.00
93.36
93.18
92.00
92.65
93.03
93.45
93.55
93.73
91.50
93.19
92.65
93.66
74.39
91.98
92.56
92.57
92.63
92.28
90.89
89.79
87.58
91.06
91.21

FLOPs red. (%)
—
34
50
50
51
50
50
50
65
56
59
73
74
–
50
50
48
52
66
54
–
42
73
78
78

Table 1. Results on CIFAR-10. FLOPs red. indicates reduction in FLOPs in percentage. r in our method states the hyperparameter ratio in
Algorithm 1. x in FTWTx indicates joint (J) or decoupled (D) training.

4.1. Experiments on CIFAR

tus of the model. The groundtruth binary masks are explicitly adjusted by the updated backbone weights, thus, implicitly complying to the backbone learning speed.

We follow similar training settings used in baseline for
dynamic training, but we train all models with initial learning rate of 1e−2 . We report the average accuracy over three
repeated experiments and FLOPs reduction on CIFAR-10
on multiple architectures in Table 1. Our method (FTWT)
achieves higher FLOPs reduction on similar top1-accuracy
than static and dynamic pruning methods. We achieve up
to 66% FLOPs reduction on VGG-16 and ResNet-56, that
is higher than dynamic filter pruning methods RNP [25],
FBS [10], LCS [40] by up to 15%. Joint training performs
equally well as decoupled training on high r thresholds.
However, the accuracy drops in comparison to decoupled
training on lower thresholds. That is due to conflict increase between losses as can be seen on ≈ 73% FLOPs reduction on VGG. We further achieve 73% FLOPs reduction
on VGG with only 0.63% accuracy drop. Moreover, FTWT
outperforms smaller variants of MobileNet in accuracy by
3.42% with higher FLOPs reduction.

4. Experiments and Analysis
We evaluate our method on CIFAR [20] and ImageNet
[5] datasets on a variety of architectures such as VGG
[38], ResNet [12] and MobileNet [16]. In all architectures, ground truth masks are generated after each convBN-ReLU block. For training the baseline dense models,
we follow same setup in [12]. For CIFAR models, we train
for 200 epochs using a batch-size of 128 with SGD optimizer. The initial learning rate (lr) 0.1 is divided by 10 at
epochs 80, 120, and 150. We use a momentum of 0.9 with
weight decay of 5−4 . For ImageNet, we use the pre-trained
models in PyTorch [36] as baselines. Weights of decision
heads are updated with 0.1 as initial lr and same lr schedule as backbone. We use a 4 V100-GPU machine in our
experiments.

We visualize the number of unique combination of filters
(clusters) that are activated over the whole dataset D and
the pruning ratio per layer in Figure 4. Meaning that, each
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Figure 4. MobileNetV1 CIFAR10 distributions

ResNet34

ResNet18

MobileNetV1

Method

Dynamic?

Taylor [34]
LCCL [6]
FTWT (r = 0.97)
FTWT (r = 0.95)
SFP [13]
FPGM [14]
FTWT (r = 0.93)
ResNet18 [12]
FTWT (r = 0.92)
PFP-B [24]
SFP [13]
LCCL [6]
FBS [10]
FTWT (r = 0.91)
MobileNetV1-75 [16]
FTWT (r = 1)

N
Y
Y
Y
N
N
Y
N
Y
N
N
Y
Y
Y
N
Y

Top-1 Acc. (%)
Baseline Pruned Delta
73.31
72.83 0.48
73.42
72.99 0.43
73.30
73.25 0.05
73.30
72.79 0.51
73.92
71.83 2.09
73.92
72.54 1.38
73.30
72.17 1.13
73.30
69.76 3.54
73.30
71.71 1.59
69.74
65.65 4.09
70.28
67.10 3.18
69.98
66.33 3.65
70.70
68.20 2.50
69.76
67.49 2.27
69.76
67.00 2.76
69.57
69.66 -0.09

FLOPs red. (%)
22.25
24.80
25.86
37.77
41.10
41.10
47.42
50.04
52.24
43.12
41.80
34.60
49.49
51.56
42.85
41.07

Table 2. Results on ImageNet. Baseline accuracy for each method is reported along with the pruned model’s accuracy and accuracy change
from baseline. FLOPs red. represents reduction in FLOPs in percentage. Negative delta indicates increase in accuracy from the baseline.
r in our method states the hyperparameter ratio in Algorithm 1

sample i that produces a binary mask mi,j per layer j, the
unique clusters per layer is set(m0,j , ..., mi,j , ...m|D|,j ). In
LCS and RNP, a fixed number of clusters is preset as a hyperparameter for all layers, we show in Figure 4a that layers
differ in the number of diverse clusters. Our method adjusts
different number of clusters per layer automatically due to
self-supervised mask generation mechanism. For easier visualization, y-axis is shown in log scale. Early layers have
small diversity in the group of filters activated, thus, act similar to static pruning. This is sensible as early layers detect
low-level features and have less dependency on the input.
On the other hand, the number of clusters increases as we
go deeper in the network. It is worth mentioning that these

different clusters are fine-grained, which means clusters can
differ in one filter only. We also calculated the percentage of
core filters that are shared among all clusters per layer. We
found that the range of the percentage of core filters with
respect to total filters vary from 0.4 to 1.0. This gives insight on why static pruning methods result in large drop in
accuracy with large pruning. As the attainable pruning ratio
is limited by the number of core filters and further pruning will limit the model’s capacity. An interesting future
research question would be if we can determine the compressibility of a model based on the core filters ratio notion.
Finally, Figure 4b shows the pruning ratio per layer, as to be
expected, the later layers are more heavily pruned than early

6

layers as layers get wider and more compressible. We notice heavy pruning reaching 85% in the middle layers with
a sequence of layers with 512 filters.

weights norm [11] but the pruned network collapsed (i.e
many layers collapsed to 1 filter) when trying to achieve
a high pruning ratio.

4.2. Experiments on ImageNet

4.3.2

For ImageNet, we train for 90 epochs with initial learning rate of 10−2 that decays each 30 epochs by 0.1. Experiments on ImageNet is done with the decoupled training
mode. Table 2 shows drop in accuracy from baseline for
each method to account for training differences due to augmentations. Results show that our method achieve smaller
drop in accuracy with higher FLOPs reduction in comparison to other SOTA methods. We achieve similar accuracy
reduction as LCCL with 13% higher FLOPs reduction on
ResNet34. On the other hand, on similar FLOPs reduction
(≈ 25), we have minimal drop in accuracy (≈ 0.05%). We
achieve higher compression rate on ResNet18 with similar
accuracy as FBS which uses a predefined number of filters
per layer. This shows the effectiveness of our dynamic signature using the ratio of heatmap mass. We also compare
with architecture’s smaller variants such as ResNet18 and
MobileNet-75. We outperform ResNet18 and MobileNet75 by ≈ 2% in accuracy on similar computation budget.

We investigate decoupling the effect from the dynamic signature (i.e. pruning ratio per layer) per sample from the
dynamic routing (i.e group of filters to be activated). We
explore the effectiveness of dynamic routing with a predefined signature for all inputs. In these experiments, signature is pre-defined using Taylor criteria proposed in [34] as
a case study. As in previous setup, we select the highly activated k features where k is defined by the signature while
samples differ in which k filters are selected. Table 6 shows
results of dynamic routing under different pruning ratios.
As can be seen, dynamic routing performs better than static
inference especially on high pruning ratio by up to 4%.
Training setup is the same for CIFAR as explained in paper, however, we train ImageNet models for 30 epochs using finetune setup instead of training setup with 90 epochs
as differentiated in [29] to accelerate the experiment.
4.3.3

4.3. Ablation Study
4.3.1

Dynamic Signature and Dynamic Routing

Hyperparameter r selection

The hyperparameter r (i.e mass ratio) is selected based on
a simple evaluation before training. We freeze the dense
model and obtain the expected FLOPs reduction using the
generated ground truth on the training data (one-shot pass).
Subsequently, we can get an estimate of the FLOPs reduction under different r values before the training is initiated.
This simplifies hyperparameter selection to achieve a target
FLOPs reduction. On the other hand, sparse regularization
hyperparameter is usually fine-tuned with a cross-validation
process and requires a trial and error of multiple full training to achieve a target budget. There is no direct relation
between the regularization weight and the final achieved
FLOPs reduction knowingly before training. Our method
simplifies the selection and makes it a more practical option
when a target budget is given as a prior. Table 4 shows the
estimated FLOPs before training using different thresholds,
r, and the actual reached FLOPs reduction after training.
The difference in reduction is due to the inaccuracy of the
decision heads. Nonetheless, the estimated FLOPs gives a
good approximation to the final reached FLOPs and thus
reduce the hyperparameter search.

Uncertainty under Dataset Shift

In this section, we measure the sensitivity of our routing
to dataset shift. Metrics under dataset shift are rarely inspected in model pruning literature. We believe in its importance as inference complexity increases and thus would
like to initiate reporting such comparisons. We conduct experiments for VGG16-bn CIFAR-10 with a high pruning ratio 73% for all pruned models. Inspired by [35], we report
Brier score [3] under different type of noise such as Gaussian blur Table 3a and additive noise Table 3b with baseline
dense model as a reference. As can be seen, our method is
more resilient than static Taylor pruning with a lower brier
scores. We also compare with static uniform pruning, we
achieve a similar (sometimes slightly lower) Brier score.
This shows the resilience of our model to data shift even
when compared with static pruning decision that is not datadependent. Finally, as to be expected, the dense model is the
most resilient to noise. However, our method still shows a
fair quality matching overall. We attribute this distribution
stability to the softmax in the head. The softmax acts as
a normalizer which reduces sensitivity to distribution shift.
We compare our method with and without softmax normalization in the decision head to verify this hypothesis. Table 3c shows Brier scores with additive and blurring noise
for this comparison. As can be seen, indeed, the normalizer stabilizes the decision masks output especially in the
case of blurring. We also tried to compare with other publicly available methods such as BN scalars norm [28] and

4.4. Theoretical vs Practical Speedup
For all compression methods, including static and dynamic pruning, there is often a wide gap between FLOPs
reduction and realistic speedup due to other factors such as
I/O delays and BLAS libraries. Speedup is hardware and
backend dependent as shown in prior works [1, 7, 45]. We
test the realistic speed on PyTorch [36] using MKL backend
7

σ
0.5
0.7
0.9
1.09
1.27
1.45

Dense
model
0.11
0.16
0.38
0.69
0.74
0.76

FTWT
(ours)
0.12
0.18
0.39
0.58
0.68
0.73

Taylor
Pruning
0.20
0.39
0.57
0.66
0.69
0.74

Uniform
Pruning
0.12
0.19
0.42
0.61
0.71
0.75

σ
0.00
0.02
0.05
0.11
0.14
0.20

Dense
model
0.11
0.11
0.11
0.13
0.19
0.39

(a) Gaussian blur noise.

Taylor
Pruning
0.16
0.16
0.17
0.20
0.30
0.51

Uniform
Pruning
0.12
0.12
0.13
0.15
0.22
0.42

(b) Additive Gaussian noise.

Gaussian Blur
FTWT
with normalization
0.12
0.18
0.39
0.58
0.68

FTWT
(ours)
0.12
0.12
0.12
0.14
0.21
0.43

Additive Noise

FTWT
without normalization
0.19
0.48
0.73
0.85
0.90

FTWT
with normalization
0.12
0.12
0.14
0.21
0.43

FTWT
without normalization
0.12
0.13
0.15
0.24
0.47

(c) Our method with and without softmax normalization in decision heads.

Table 3. Dataset shift experiments: Numbers represent Brier score on CIFAR-10 VGG16

Model
MobileNet(1.0)
Resnet34(0.97)
Resnet34(0.95)

Est.
FLOPs (%)
42.3
23.32
31.77

Final
FLOPs (%)
41.07
25.86
37.77

ing Direction Method of Multipliers (ADMM) [2] such as
proposed in [44] can be further integrated with our method
to optimize over latency instead of FLOPs.
Dataset

Table 4. Estimated FLOPs before training under different thresholds (indicated in parentheses) vs final FLOPs achieved after training.

Model
ResNet34

FLOPs
reduction (%)
52.18
37.77
25.86

CIFAR-10

Model
VGG16-BN
ResNet56

Latency
reduction (%)
27.17
19.78
11.08

CIFAR-100

VGG16-BN

ImageNet

ResNet18

FLOPs
(%)
50
85
70
30
65
93
45

Top-1 acc. (%)
Static Dynamic
92.00
93.80
91.12
92.75
91.61
92.09
72.65
73.67
68.17
72.18
58.74
60.05
64.89
65.11

Table 6. Accuracy comparison of dynamic routing with a predefined signature and its counterpart with static inference.

Table 5. Realistic speedup vs theoretical speedup on ImageNet on
AMD Ryzen Threadripper 2970WX CPU with batch size of 1 on
a single thread.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a novel formulation for dynamic mask prediction with a self-supervised loss. Similar
to other dynamic pruning methods, we equip a cheap decision head to the original convolutional layer. However,
we propose to train the decision heads in a self-supervised
paradigm. This head predicts the most likely to be highly
activated filters given the input activation of the layer. The
masks are trained using a binary cross entropy loss decoupled from the task loss to remove losses interference and
the need for multi-loss hyperparameter tuning. We generate the mask ground truth based on a novel criteria using
the heatmap mass per input sample. In our experiments,

on AMD CPU using a single thread. The results are shown
in Table 5.
Limitations. Our realistic speedup is less than FLOPs
reduction and that is attributed to two factors: 1) Data transfer overhead from slicing the dense weight matrix based
on the mask prediction, which can be mitigated by backends with efficient in-place sparse inference. 2) Speed up is
dependent on the model’s signature and hardware’s specs.
Pruning from later layers that process smaller input resolution might not achieve as much speedup as pruning from
early layers. Constraint aware optimization using Alternat8

we showed results on various architectures on CIFAR and
ImageNet datasets, and our approach outperforms other dynamic and static pruning methods under similar FLOPs reduction.
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